BY 2020
ALL COMPANIES WILL BE
DEVOPS COMPANIES
EXCITED TO LEAP FORWARD TOGETHER

@shlomibenhaim
EVERYTHING RUNS ON SOFTWARE

Healthcare
Politics
Social Interaction
Food & Water
Transportation
Energy
Boeing will release a software update to make the 737 Max plane safer

By Tipiti Lahiri - March 11, 2019
During the update process you will not be able to drive the vehicle or use the touchscreen, and your car alarm may be disarmed for a short duration. The car must be in PARK. Note: Air suspension may lower the car during the update.
INSANELY GROWING TAM

$13B
TECTONIC PLATES ARE MOVING

- M&A: Over $60B in 3 quarters
- Q4 Investments: 3 companies with over a $1B valuation
- Industry CEO’s step-down
- A Hybrid world, alongside the “Clouds War”
- Developers 1st approach
LIFE IS THE NEW RUNTIME
THE VISION OF LIQUID SOFTWARE

“In the world of Liquid Software updates to all edges will happen seamlessly, continuously with minimum human intervention”
READY TO LEAP IN?

5,000 CUSTOMERS WISDOM
YOU MIGHT THINK
THERE ARE BLOCKERS...
DEVOPS NEXT 12M TRADEOFFS

UNIFICATION OF PROCESS

SPEED VS SECURITY

BEST OF BREED OR END2END INTEGRATION

LIMITATION OF CHOICE
UNIFICATION OF PROCESS
SPEED VS SECURITY
BEST OF BREED OR END2END INTEGRATION
LIMITATION OF CHOICE
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION

Based on JFrog customers survey February 2019
MOST POPULAR TOOLS IN THE MARKET

Based on JFrog customers survey February 2019
8 out of 10 respondents said it is important for DevOps tools to be cloud native in production.
7 out of 10 respondents want the ability to customize CD to fit their own environment.
8 out of 10 respondents expressed interest in a Hybrid Solution
KUBERNETES ADOPTION

NOW
5 out of 10 respondents are using Kubernetes in production

NEXT YEAR
8 out of 10 respondents will be using Kubernetes in production

NEXT 2 YEARS
9 out of 10 respondents will be using Kubernetes in production

DevOps Talks Conference
YOU’VE SAID:
THE FLUID, INTEGRATED LIFE CAN’T BE SERVED BY CHAOS
WHAT WE’VE HEARD FROM YOU

Unify everything in your pipeline to have full control

How you can overcome the speed vs security dilemma

Maximize choice, minimize compromise

Eliminate BoB vs Platform concerns

Make cloud and on-prem (hybrid and cross-cloud) work for you
Welcome to 2020

- Consolidation of tools (CI/CD, DevSecOps, Testing)
- The era of “Delegated DevOps” and “Super DevOps”
- DevOps driven IPOs
- Freedom of choice (Hybrid, Universal, anti vendor lock-in)
THANK YOU!

@shlomibenham